Irrigation

Consulting/Design

Not sure how an irrigation system could benefit your property? Ask for a consultation and let Precision show you the benefits of a new irrigation system.

System Installs

Let Precision install your irrigation system. Whether you need to add a zone for a garden bed or want an entire system installed, Precision has you covered.

Maintenance/Service

Fall blowouts & Spring start-ups, breaks, adjustments, system programming, wireless device setup.

Consulting/Design

Not sure how an irrigation system could benefit your property? Ask for a consultation and let Precision show you the benefits of a new irrigation system.
**Water Management Solutions**

Have you ever thought about how much water your irrigation system uses? This is important to consider from not only the cost standpoint but also the runoff effects of when too much water is put onto already saturated soils. When this occurs, you’re washing away fertilizers and other topsoils that are important to your turf’s health. Precision’s team of trained and experienced technicians can come out and evaluate your system to help identify and implement solutions to properly manage your property’s irrigation needs.

**Let Precision Improve the Efficiency of your Irrigation System**

- **Smart Clocks:** The Rachio Smart Clock is a control for your irrigation that can be added to any system. It gets real-time updates and will allow you to control your irrigation from your phone.
- **Rain Sensors:** Adding a rain sensor to your irrigation system will make your system shut off when it senses rain or excess moisture in the air.
- **Flow Sensors:** A flow sensor will notify the system of any leaks so that there is no wasted water.
- **Soil Sensors:** If your soil is at the proper saturation, the sensor will tell the system to shut off.
- **Overspray:** Sometimes there is too much overspray in a system. The heads can be properly adjusted to save water.
- **Proper Nozzles:** Using the proper nozzle will help to ensure that your head is maximizing its potential.

www.PrecisionLandscape-Inc.com/irrigation-services/